
The State will not protect us from gender violence. Our 

feminism must be anti-racist and decolonial, and must 

fight for everyone's safety

A Feminist Theory of Violence

9780745345673

£12.99

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services)

A Decolonial Perspective

20 April 2022

'A robust, decolonial challenge to carceral feminism' - Angela 

Y. Davis

***Winner of an English PEN Award 2022***

The mainstream conversation surrounding gender equality is a 

repertoire of violence: harassment, rape, abuse, femicide. 

These words suggest a cruel reality. But they also hide another 

reality: that of gendered violence committed with the 

complicity of the State.

In this book, Francoise Verges denounces the carceral turn in 

the fight against sexism. By focusing on 'violent men', we fail to 

question the sources of their violence. There is no doubt as to 

the underlying causes: racial capitalism, ultra-conservative 

populism, the crushing of the Global South by wars and 

imperialist looting, the exile of millions and the proliferation of 

prisons - these all put masculinity in the service of a policy of 

death.

Against the spirit of the times, Francoise Verges refuses the 

punitive obsession of the State in favour of restorative justice.

Paperback | 160 pages | 

Feminism & feminist theory
Violence in society
Gender studies: women

Francoise Verges is an activist and 

public educator. She holds a PhD in 

Political Science from the University 

of California, Berkeley, and is the 

author of many books including A 

Decolonial Feminism and Wombs of 

Women.

Melissa Thackway is an independent 

researcher and translator. She 

lectures in African Cinema at Sciences

-Po and INALCO in Paris. Her recent 

translations include Contemporary 

African Cinema by Olivier Barlet, 

Tropical Dream Palaces: 

Cinema-Going in Colonial West Africa 

by Odile Goerg and African Diasporic 

Cinema: Aesthetics of Reconstruction 

by Daniela Ricci.
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A provocative, elegantly written analysis of female 

desire, consent, and sexuality in the age of MeToo

Tomorrow Sex Will Be Good Again

9781788739207

£8.99

Verso Books (Marston Book Services)

Women and Desire in the Age of Consent

08 February 2022

Women are in a bind. In the name of consent and 

empowerment, they must proclaim their desires clearly and 

confidently. Yet sex researchers suggest that women's desire is 

often slow to emerge. And men are keen to insist that they 

know what women-and their bodies-want. Meanwhile, sexual 

violence abounds. How can women, in this environment, 

possibly know what they want? And why do we expect them 

to? In this elegant, searching book-spanning science and 

popular culture; pornography and literature; debates on 

Me-Too, consent and feminism-Katherine Angel challenges 

our assumptions about women's desire. Why, she asks, should 

they be expected to know their desires? And how do we take 

sexual violence seriously, when not knowing what we want is 

key to both eroticism and personhood? In today's crucial 

moment of renewed attention to violence and power, Angel 

urges that we remake our thinking about sex, pleasure, and 

autonomy without any illusions about perfect self-knowledge. 

Only then will we fulfil Michel Foucault's teasing promise, in 

1976, that 'tomorrow sex will be good again'

Paperback | 160 pages | 

Feminism & feminist theory
Sexual behaviour
Sociology: sexual relations

Katherine Angel is the author of 

Tomorrow Sex Will Be Good Again, 

Daddy Issues, and Unmastered: A 

Book on Desire, Most Difficult to Tell. 

She directs the MA in Creative and 

Critical Writing at Birkbeck, University 

of London, and her writing has 

appeared in the Guardian, Granta, the 

White Review, and the Los Angeles 

Review of Books, among other places. 

Katherine has a PhD in the history of 

psychiatry and sexuality from the 

University of Cambridge. Her research 

into "female sexual dysfunction," 

American psychiatry, sexology, and 

feminism has been published in 
several

 

journals.     

 ,    
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The passionately argued, incendiary French feminist 

work that first defined "ecofeminism"-now available for 

the first time in English.

Feminism or Death

9781839764400

£20.00

Verso Books (Marston Book Services)

How the Women's Movement Can Save 
the Planet

08 March 2022

Originally published in French in 1974, radical feminist 

Francoise d'Eaubonne surveyed women's status around the 

globe and argued that the stakes of feminist struggle was not 

about equality but about life and death-for humans and the 

planet. In this wide-ranging manifesto, d'Eaubonne first 

proposed a politics of ecofeminism, the idea that the 

patriarchal system's claim over women's bodies and the 

natural world destroys both, and that feminism and 

environmentalism must bring about a new 'mutation'-an 

overthrow of not just male power but the system of power 

itself. As d'Eaubonne prophesied, "the planet placed in the 

feminine will flourish for all." Never before published in 

English, and translated here by French feminist scholar Ruth 

Hottell, this edition includes an introduction from scholars of 

ecology and feminism situating d'Eaubonne's work within 

current feminist theory, environmental justice organizing, and 

anticolonial feminism.

Paperback | 352 pages | 

Feminism & feminist theory
Environmentalist thought & 
ideology
Applied ecology

Francoise d'Eaubonne (1920-2005) 

was a leading French feminist who is 

credited with coining the term 

"eco-feminism" in 1974. A former 

member of the French Communist 

Party, she co-founded the Front 

homosexual d'action revolutionnaire 

in 1971 and created the 

Ecology-Feminism Center in Paris in 

1972. d'Eaubonne was the author of 

more than 50 works, including novels, 

poetry, and essays. Her historical 

novel Comme un vol de gerfauts 

(1947) was translated into English as A 

Flight of Falcons, and extracts from 

Feminism or Death appeared in 

English in the anthology New French 

Feminisms in 1981.
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A non-Eurocentric feminist perspective on the 

revolutionary Kurdish women's movement

The Kurdish Women's Movement

9780745341941

£17.99

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services)

History, Theory, Practice

20 July 2022

'One the foremost writers and participants in the Kurdish 

women's movement' - Dilar Dirik

The Kurdish women's movement is at the heart of the most 

exciting revolutionary experiment in the world today: Rojava. 

Forged over decades of struggle, most recently in the fight 

against ISIS, Rojava embodies a radical commitment to 

ecology, democracy and gender equality. But while striking 

images of Kurdish women in desert fatigues proliferate, a true 

understanding of the women's movement remains elusive.

Taking apart the superficial and Orientalist frameworks that 

dominate, Dilar Dirik offers instead an empirically rich account 

of the women's movement in Kurdistan. Drawing on original 

research and ethnographic fieldwork, she surveys the 

movement's historical origins, ideological evolution, and 

political practice over the past forty years. Going beyond 

abstract ideas, Dirik locates the movement's culture and 

ideology in its concrete work for women's liberation and 

radical democracy.

Taking the reader from the guerrilla camps in the mountains 

to radical women's academies and self-organized refugee 

camps, the book invites readers around the world to engage 

with the revolution in Kurdistan, both theoretically and 

practically, as a vital touchstone in the wider struggle for a 

militant anti-fascist, anti-capitalist feminist internationalism.

Paperback | 368 pages | 

30 Halftones, black and 
white

Gender studies: women
Feminism & feminist theory

Revolutionary
 
groups

 
&
 movements

Dilar Dirik was born in Antakya and 

grew up in Germany. She is a 

postdoctoral fellow at the University 

of Oxford and holds a PhD in 

Sociology from the University of 

Cambridge. She has written on the 

Kurdish struggle for a range of 

publications including 

openDemocracy, the Boston Globe 

and ROAR Magazine. She tweets 

@Dlrdrk1.
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Worlds of Knowledge rediscovers the works of authors 

from the eighteenth to the twentieth century and 

challenges the frequent focus in travel studies on 

English-language texts. Written by experts in a wide 

range of fields, this interdisciplinary volume sheds new 

light on the range, innovation, and erudition of travel 

narratives by women.

Worlds of Knowledge in Women's 

Travel Writing

9780674260566

£15.95

Harvard University, Center for Hellenic Studies 
(John Wiley & Sons Ltd)

11 February 2022

Worlds of Knowledge in Women's Travel Writing rediscovers 

the works of a wide range of authors from the eighteenth to 

the twentieth century. A stowaway on a voyage 

circumnavigating the globe; a nineteenth-century visitor to 

schools in Japan; an Indian activist undertaking a pilgrimage 

to Iraq-these are some of the women whose experiences come 

to life in this volume. Worlds of Knowledge explores travel 

writing as a genre for communicating information about other 

cultures and for testing assumptions about the nature and 

extent of women's expertise. The book challenges the 

frequent focus in travel studies on English-language texts by 

exploring works in French and Urdu as well as English and 

focusing on journeys to France, Spain, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, India, 

Ethiopia, Japan, Australia, and the Falkland Islands. Written by 

experts in a wide range of fields, this interdisciplinary volume 

sheds new light on the range, innovation, and erudition of 

travel narratives by women.

Paperback | 250 pages | 

4 photos

Literary studies: general
Modern history to 20th 
century: c 1700 to c 1900
Classic travel writing

James Uden is Associate Professor of 

Classical Studies at Boston University.
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A Feminist Theory of Refusal

HB | 208.pp | May 2021£23.95 |

Bonnie Honig
Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674248496

Bonnie Honig invigorates debate over 
the politics of refusal by insisting that 
withdrawal from unjust political 
systems be matched with collective 
action to change them. Historical and 
fictional characters from Muhammad 
Ali to the Bacchants of ancient Greek 
tragedy teach us how to turn rejection 
into transformative efforts toward 
self-governance.

Vera Rubin : A Life

HB | 320.pp | March 2021£23.95 |

Jacqueline Mitton
Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674919198

Jacqueline Mitton and Simon Mitton 
offer the first biography of Vera Rubin, 
an astronomer who made vital 
contributions to our understanding of 
dark matter. An outstanding scientist 
herself, Rubin also championed 
women in science, by mentoring, 
advocating for hiring women faculty, 
disseminating their research, and 
recognizing their achievements.

Women's War : Fighting and Surviving the 
American Civil War

PB | 320.pp | March 2021£13.95 |

Stephanie McCurry
Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674251403

"A stunning portrayal of a tragedy 
endured and survived by 
women."-David W. Blight, author of 
Frederick Douglass"Readers expecting 
hoop-skirted ladies soothing fevered 
soldiers' brows will not find them 
here...It explodes the fiction that men 
fight wars while women idle on the 
sidelines."-Washington Post"As 
McCurry points out in this gem of a 
book, many historians who view the 
American Civil War as a 'people's war' 
nevertheless neglect the actions of half 
the people."-James M. McPherson, 

Why They Marched : Untold Stories of the Women 
Who Fought for the Right to Vote

PB | 360.pp | November 2020£13.95 |

Susan Ware
Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674248298

A Decolonial Feminism

PB | 128.pp | April 2021£12.99 |

Francoise Verges
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745341125

A vital feminist manifesto from one of 
our most inspiring political voices

A Feminist Reading of Debt

PB | 112.pp | April 2021£16.99 |

Luci Cavallero
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745341729

Women's lives are burdened by the 
weight of debt. But collectively, it can 
be resisted.

Why They Marched profiles 
nineteen women-some famous, 
many unknown-who worked 
tirelessly out of the spotlight 
protesting, petitioning, and insisting 
on their right to full citizenship.
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Feminist Solutions for Ending War

PB | 272.pp | November 2021£19.99 |

Megan MacKenzie
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745342863

Will war ever end? Feminists across 
the world are proving that they can 
oppose patriarchal capitalist violence

Kurdish Women's Stories

PB | 240.pp | January 2021£16.99 |

Houzan Mahmoud
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745341149

The stories of women who lived, 
worked and struggled in Kurdistan

Repealed : Ireland's Unfinished Fight for 
Reproductive Rights

PB | 240.pp | November 2021£16.99 |

Camilla Fitzsimons
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745344270

A celebration and analysis of a 35-year 
long grassroots movement that 
successfully overturned the ban on 
abortion in Ireland.

Feminism, Interrupted : Disrupting Power

PB | 160.pp | March 2020£9.99 |

Lola Olufemi
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745340067

It's time to reclaim a rebellious, radical 
feminism.

A Kick in the Belly : Women, Slavery and 
Resistance

PB | 224.pp | October 2021£9.99 |

Stella Dadzie
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839763885

The story of the enslaved West Indian 
women in the struggle for freedom.

Betraying Big Brother : The Feminist Awakening in 
China

PB | 256.pp | April 2021£9.99 |

Leta Hong Fincher
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786633651

How the Feminist Five and the rise of 
China's feminist movement are 
challenging China's authoritarian 
government
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Feminist City : Claiming Space in a Man-Made 
World

PB | 224.pp | September 2021£9.99 |

Leslie Kern
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788739825

Women - Reclaim the city!

Girl Online : A User Manual

HB | 176.pp | May 2022£10.99 |

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839765353

What happens when a woman goes 
online? She becomes a girl.

Making Space : Women and the Man Made 
Environment

PB | 176.pp | March 2022£14.99 |

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839765711

Timely re-issue of the groundbreaking 
manifesto for feminist architecture

Red Valkyries : Feminist Lessons From Five 
Revolutionary Women

HB | 192.pp | July 2022£12.99 |

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839766602

Why the most radical feminists were 
also communists

Sylvia Pankhurst : Sexual Politics and Political 
Activism

PB | 272.pp | July 2021£16.99 |

Barbara Winslow
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839761621

An extraordinary political biography 
of English suffragist, feminist, and 
socialist Sylvia Pankhurst.

Taking A Long Look : Essays on Culture, 
Literature, and Feminism in Our Time

PB | 304.pp | May 2022£9.99 |

Vivian Gornick
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839765094

One of our most vital and incisive 
writers on literature, feminism, and 
knowing one's self

IWD: New Nonfiction
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The Rising of the Women : Feminist Solidarity and 
Class Conflict, 1880-1917

PB | 368.pp | April 2022£19.99 |

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839765742

How working-class socialist women 
changed the course of American 
history.

Feminist Antifascism : Counterpublics of the 
Common

PB | 208.pp | July 2021£16.99 |

Ewa Majewska
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839761164

An incisive theoretical manifesto 
arguing that feminism is the only 
route to an antifascist global future.

Full Surrogacy Now : Feminism Against Family

PB | 224.pp | August 2021£10.99 |

Sophie Anne Lewis
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786637307

In order to become ethically 
acceptable, surrogacy must change 
beyond recognition - but we need 
more surrogacy, not less!

The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the 
State

PB | 240.pp | August 2021£11.99 |

Friedrich Engels
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781839761515

The most influential theory of the 
origins of women's oppression in the 
modern era, in a beautiful new 
edition.

The Rise and Decline of Patriarchal Systems : An 
Intersectional Political Economy

PB | 320.pp | February 2021£19.99 |

Nancy Folbre
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786632951

A major new work of feminism from 
the MacArthur Award-winning 
economist

Burn It Down! : Feminist Manifestos for the 
Revolution

HB | 528.pp | March 2020£20.00 |

Breanne Fahs
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788735384

IWD: New Nonfiction

The most comprehensive collection 
of feminist manifestos, chronicling 
our rage and dreams from the 
nineteenth century to today In this 
landmark collection of spanning 
four generations of feminist 
activism and writing,
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Feminist City : Claiming Space in a Man-Made 
World

HB | 224.pp | July 2020£12.99 |

Leslie Kern
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788739818

Women - Reclaim the city!

Fortunes of Feminism : From State-Managed 
Capitalism to Neoliberal Crisis

PB | 352.pp | March 2020£11.99 |

Nancy Fraser
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788738576

Charts the history of women's 
liberation and calls for a revitalized 
feminism

Glitch Feminism : A Manifesto

PB | 192.pp | August 2020£9.99 |

Legacy Russell
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786632661

A new manifesto for cyberfeminism

Revolting Prostitutes : The Fight for Sex Workers' 
Rights

PB | 288.pp | March 2020£9.99 |

Juno Mac
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786633613

The Verso Book of Feminism : Revolutionary Words 
from Four Millennia of Rebellion

PB | 416.pp | October 2020£10.99 |

Jessie Kindig
Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788739269

An unprecedented collection of 
feminist voices from four millennia of 
global history

Wanderers : A History of Women Walking

PB | 304.pp | July 2021£9.99 |

Kerri Andrews
Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789145014

A beguiling history of ten pathfinding 
women walkers.

IWD: New Nonfiction

In Revolting Prostitutes, sex workers 
Juno Mac and Molly Smith bring a 
fresh perspective to questions that 
have long been contentious.
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Rise : Extraordinary Women of Colour who 
Changed the World

HB | 216.pp | October 2021£20.00 |

Maliha Abidi
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863561375

A beautifully illustrated, inspirational 
celebration of women of colour from 
around the world.

Midnight in Cairo : The Female Stars of Egypt's 
Roaring `20s

HB | 330.pp | May 2021£20.00 |

Raphael Cormack
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863563133

The fascinating story of the women of 
Cairo's decadent interwar nightlife and 
entertainment industry, which 
celebrates these feminist cultural 
icons' triumphs, presenting a unique 
view of the rise of Arab feminism.

The Futures of Feminism

PB | 264.pp | March 2021£19.99 |

Valerie Bryson
Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781526138514

This book makes the case for an 
inclusive form of socialist feminism 
that puts multiply disadvantaged 
women at its heart. It moves feminism 
beyond contemporary disputes, 
including those between some 
feminists and some trans women. Its 
combination of accessibility, new 
thinking and academic rigour will 
make it attractive to a wide market. -- .

Women Against Cruelty : Protection of Animals in 
Nineteenth-Century Britain: Revised Edition

PB | 312.pp | June 2021£20.00 |

Diana Donald
Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781526150462

Women against cruelty is the first 
book to explore women's leading role 
in animal protection in 
nineteenth-century Britain, drawing 
on rich archival sources. 

Women, Workplace Protest and Political Identity in 
England, 1968-85

PB | 208.pp | October 2021£20.00 |

Jonathan Moss
Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781526160430

This book revisits women's workplace 
protest from an historical perspective 
to deliver a new account of 
working-class women's political 
identity in England between 1968 and 
1985. -- .

Female Fortune : The Anne Lister Diaries, 1833-36

PB | 336.pp | March 2022£20.00 |

Jill Liddington
Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781526164421

A new edition of Jill Liddington's 
classic work on Anne Lister's 
extraordinary diaries, which inspired 
Gentleman Jack.

IWD: New Nonfiction
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Practising Shame : Female Honour in Later 
Medieval England

PB | 288.pp | November 2021£20.00 |

Mary C. Flannery
Manchester University Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781526110077

Practicing shame explores how the 
literature of medieval England 
encouraged women to secure their 
honour by cultivating hypervigilance 
against shame. The book transforms 
our understanding of the construction 
of femininity in the past and offers a 
new framework for thinking about 
honourable womanhood now and in 
the years to come. -- .

Abuelita Faith : What Women on the Margins 
Teach Us about Wisdom, Persistence, and Strength

PB | 224.pp | August 2021£12.99 |

Kat Armas
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781587435089

Combining personal storytelling with 
biblical reflection, a Cuban American 
writer tells the story of unnamed and 
overlooked theologians--mothers, 
grandmothers, sisters, and 
daughters--whose survival, resistance, 
and persistence teach us the true 
power of faith and love.

Carved in Ebony : Lessons from the Black Women 
Who Shape Us

PB | 112.pp | August 2022£10.99 |

Jasmine L. Holmes
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780764238864

Rewritten for the young reader, 
Jasmine Holmes shares the significant 
role that Black women have played in 
the formation of our faith. As these 
historical figures take the stage, you 
will be inspired by what the stories of 
these women can teach us about 
education, birth, privilege, and so 
much more.

Prey Tell : Why We Silence Women Who Tell the 
Truth and How Everyone Can Speak Up

PB | 192.pp | March 2021£13.99 |

Tiffany Bluhm
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781587434785

Drawing from personal experience, 
Tiffany Bluhm explores the dynamics 
of power and lack of accountability 
that occur within many organizational 
contexts and encourages women and 
men to speak out in the face of unjust 
systems.

Set Free to Live Free : Breaking Through the 7 Lies 
Women Tell Themselves

PB | 224.pp | August 2021£12.99 |

Saundra MD Dalton-Smith
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 
9780800740085

Physician and author inspires women 
to break free from seven mental ties 
that hold them back and reach their 
full potential.

She Led the Way : Stories of Black Women Who 
Changed History

PB | 176.pp | June 2022£10.99 |

Suzanne Curtis Briggs
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780800735913

This nonfiction book for middle-grade 
readers celebrates the contributions of 
14 Black women in history who have 
had a profound impact on the lives of 
all Americans.

IWD: New Nonfiction
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Shine Bright : 60 Days to Becoming a Girl Defined 
by God

HB | 208.pp | April 2021£12.99 |

Kristen Clark
Baker Publishing Group (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781540901057

Popular authors and bloggers offer a 
compelling 60-day devotional, 
encouraging young women to grow 
closer to God and understand their 
value, identity, and purpose.

My Hair is Pink Under This Veil

HB | 336.pp | May 2021£16.99 |

Rabina Khan
Biteback Publishing (Marston Book Services) | 9781785906466

My Hair Is Pink Under This Veil 
reveals how a Muslim woman 
reconciles her faith with British 
culture to construct a successful 
political career against a backdrop of 
blame, bias, ignorance and misogyny - 
including from her own community. It 
shows how the hijab has become a 
symbol of the modern Muslim 
woman's personal style and strength.

Cultural Counterfeits : Confronting 5 Empty 
Promises of Our Age and How We Were Made for So 
Much More

PB | 208.pp | March 2022£12.99 |

Jen Oshman
Crossway Books (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781433576324

Jen Oshman casts a vision for women 
to reject the idols of our age and find 
real hope in Jesus, embracing their 
identity in Christ and recovering his 
design and purpose for their lives. 

Women Rising : Learning to Listen, Reclaiming 
Our Voice

PB | 208.pp | May 2021£14.99 |

Meghan Tschanz
InterVarsity Press (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780830847785

Meghan Tschanz was radically 
changed after witnessing the violence 
and oppression experienced by 
women around the globe. She also 
became keenly aware of how her own 
Christian culture was often complicit 
in the problem. As you read Meghan's 
transformative story, you'll be inspired 
to amplify your voice, confront 
injustice, and discover a biblical 
standard for gender equality.

York Princesses, The - The daughters of Edward IV 
and Elizabeth Woodville : The daughters of Edward 
IV and Elizabeth Woodville

PB | 160.pp | April 2021£10.99 |

Sarah J. Hodder
John Hunt Publishing (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781789045574

Sisters of the infamous 'Princes in the 
Tower', the daughters of Elizabeth 
Woodville and Edward IV survived the 
reign of Richard III and even thrived 
into the Tudor Age. This is their story.

A Leadership Guide for Women in Higher 
Education

PB | 168.pp | August 2021£20.50 |

Marjorie Hass
Johns Hopkins University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9781421441016

Women face unique challenges as they 
move into senior leadership roles at 
colleges and universities. This guide 
provides them with the frank, 
supportive advice they need to 
advance their careers and lead with 
excellence.

IWD: New Nonfiction
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Breastfeeding Uncovered : Who really decides how 
we feed our babies?

PB | 352.pp | May 2021£12.99 |

Amy Brown
Pinter & Martin Ltd. (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781780667157

Breastfeeding Uncovered reveals the 
complex barriers that society places in 
the way of breastfeeding, and shows 
how we can increase breastfeeding 
rates if we support, encourage and 
enable new mothers. 

Women in a Patriarchal World : Twenty-five 
Empowering Stories from the Bible

PB | 144.pp | April 2020£9.99 |

Elaine Storkey
SPCK Publishing (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9780281084074

The UK's leading Christian feminist 
takes a closer look at twenty-five 
stories of women in the Bible, at how 
they responded to the crises they 
faced, and how they can act as models 
for today

Unequal under Socialism : Race, Women, and 
Transnationalism in Bulgaria

PB | 218.pp | September 2021£19.99 |

Miglena S. Todorova
University of Toronto Press (Ingram Publisher Services UK/NBNI) | 
9781487528416

Unequal under Socialism examines 
how and why different groups of 
women were not considered equal in 
so-called "good societies" revolving 
around socialist and communist 
principles and ideologies.

Domina : The Women Who Made Imperial Rome

PB | 416.pp | August 2021£11.99 |

Guy de la Bedoyere
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300254846

A captivating popular history that 
shines a light on the notorious 
Julio-Claudian women who forged an 
empire.

Mission France : The True History of the Women of 
SOE

HB | 352.pp | May 2021£20.00 |

Kate Vigurs
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300208573

The full story of the thirty-nine 
female agents of SOE F section who 
went undercover in France, revealing 
for the first time how their fates 
contrasted and overlapped as the war 
progressed

Mission France : The True History of the Women of 
SOE

PB | 336.pp | May 2022£10.99 |

Kate Vigurs
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300264814

The full story of the thirty-nine 
female SOE agents who went 
undercover in France.
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The Women Who Saved the English Countryside

HB | 400.pp | April 2022£20.00 |

Matthew Kelly
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300232240

A vibrant history of English landscape 
preservation over the last 150 years, 
told through the lives of four 
remarkable women

Women and Gender in Islam : Historical Roots of a 
Modern Debate

PB | 312.pp | May 2021£14.99 |

Kecia Ali
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300257311

This pioneering study of the social 
and political lives of Muslim women 
has shaped a whole generation of 
scholarship.

Queens of the Wild : Pagan Goddesses in Christian 
Europe - An Investigation

HB | 256.pp | May 2022£18.99 |

Ronald Hutton
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300261011

A concise history of the goddess-like 
figures who evade both Christian and 
pagan traditions, from the medieval 
period to the present day.

The Life of Christina of Hane

HB | 208.pp | January 2021£20.00 |

Racha Kirakosian
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300250992

The first English translation of The 
Life of Christina of Hane, a gripping 
account of a largely unknown 
medieval female mystic.

A Good and Dignified Life : The Political Advice of 
Hannah Arendt and Rosa Luxemburg

HB | 160.pp | July 2022£12.99 |

Joke J Hermsen
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300259254

A timely and provocative essay about 
the parallel lives of Rosa Luxemburg 
and Hannah Arendt and their mission 
for a more humane society

Democracy, Race, and Justice : The Speeches and 
Writings of Sadie T. M. Alexander

HB | 320.pp | August 2021£20.00 |

Sadie T. M. Alexander
Yale University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780300246704

The first book to bring together the 
key writings and speeches of civil 
rights activist Sadie Tanner Mossell 
Alexander - the first Black American 
economist.
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